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Abstract: Exploration and exploitation are common in entrepreneurial teams. This paper considers the relationship among entrepreneurial teams in business incubators (BIETs) and the relationship between leaders and members of BIETs. It also examines the effects of BIET learning, forgetting and exit and entry on their knowledge level (KL) in different environments and models; two general situations involving the development and use of knowledge in BIETs and business incubators. The results indicate that in a static environment, the rate of BIET learning from each other and BIET equilibrium KL are negatively correlated, but a moderate rate of forgetting leads to a positive correlation. Second, in a static environment within a BIET, the combination of the leader learning from members quickly and members learning from the leader slowly can improve BIETs’ KL. However, with forgetting, improving BIETs’ KL requires a combination of fast learning by the leader and moderate learning by members. Third, in a dynamic environment, maintaining a moderate amount of exit and entry and forgetting within BIETs moderately improves BIETs’ KL in the long run. This effect is even more significant with BIETs’ exit and entry.
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Introduction

1.1 Economic growth is highly correlated with an abundance of small, entrepreneurial firms [Bagley2017, Glaeser et al. 2010]. Increasing importance has been attached to incubators as mechanisms to enhance the economic and technological development of countries by promoting promising entrepreneurial ideas and encouraging the growth of newly established companies [Grimaldi & Grandi 2005]. Increasing attention has been paid to incubators because of their important function in cultivating business enterprises [Chen2007, Tran et al. 2014]. Incubators provide crucial elements to entrepreneurial firms, including not only funds, equipment and other external support, but also management, technology and knowledge [Albort-Morant & Oghazi 2016, Lasrado et al. 2016, Pena 2004]. Knowledge is one of the most important resources for entrepreneurial enterprises to gain competitive advantage [Rothaermel & Thursby 2005]. Knowledge learning of entrepreneurial teams in business incubators (BIETs) also plays an important part in improving their knowledge level (KL). Generally speaking, BIETs acquire knowledge in three main ways: by creating it themselves, by obtaining it from incubator managers and by learning, sharing and diffusing it among entrepreneurial teams. Up until now, the research has mainly focused on how incubators provide knowledge to entrepreneurial teams (e.g., [Aerts et al. 2007, Bergek & Norman 2008]) but has focused less on studying knowledge learning among BIETs.

1.2 With the rapid development of the global economy, competition between organizations has turned into competition with regard to organizations’ ability to create, acquire and transfer knowledge. For firms, organizational
At the same time, to improve its competitive strength, an organization must not only learn but also forget. Forgetting is as important as organizational learning in the development of organizations, so that new knowledge can be explored to adapt to environmental changes. Prior research has focused less on knowledge forgetting. Given the constant changes in the external environment, a portion of organizations' original knowledge is unable to adapt. Forgetting can promote innovation in organizational knowledge and enhance the ability of organizations to adapt to external environment changes, which can improve their KL and competitiveness. Thus, organizations have to not only learn new knowledge but also forget some old knowledge that cannot help them adapt to environmental changes. Otherwise, the old knowledge will hinder organizations' competitiveness.

In addition, personnel turnover plays an important role in the innovation of organizational knowledge within the process of organizational learning. When the external environment changes, maintaining appropriate personnel turnover contributes to the continuous updating of knowledge in organizations, which can improve the ability of organizations to adapt to changes in the external environment, thereby enhancing the competitiveness of organizations.

Similar to organizational learning, knowledge learning is very important for BIETs to improve their KL. However, knowledge learning is different from organizational learning. Organizational learning considers the mutual learning between the code and individuals and between individuals in an organization, while BIETs' knowledge learning refers to the multilevel learning between BIETs and between the leader and members within BIETs. Moreover, forgetting is also considered a part of multilevel learning, given its important impact on KL. In addition, similar to updating knowledge in organizational learning, updating knowledge in incubators is also very important for these incubators' hatching level, especially in the face of external environmental changes. Personnel turnover is important for the innovation of organizational knowledge in organizational learning; however, BIETs exit from and enter incubators as a whole team. Therefore, we should consider the effects of BIETs' exit and entry on teams' KL.

Therefore, this paper constructs a simulation model from the exploration and exploitation perspective to study the effect of entrepreneurial team learning, forgetting and the exit and entry of BIETs on teams' KL in different environments and provides appropriate references and suggestions for BIETs' knowledge learning and management. This study has three contributions. First, it discusses multilevel learning among BIETs and between the leader and members of BIETs. Second, it studies the effect of BIETs' exit and entry on teams' KL with environmental changes. Third, it adds BIETs' forgetting to their knowledge learning and then compares their learning process with and without forgetting.

In the next section, we review the related literature. Then, we describe the construction of the simulation model. The simulation results are shown in the fourth section. Finally, we discuss our conclusions as well as implications and research directions.

**Theoretical Background**

**Organizational learning**

As already mentioned, organizational learning can enable firms to access the managerial capabilities and technological know-how necessary to compete in a global economy. Firms with high levels of learning are associated with greater innovations, and there is a positive and significant relationship between all the elements of organizational learning and organizational innovation. Effective organizational learning activities can help firms reduce uncertainty and find market opportunities more quickly in order to compete more effectively. Many studies have discussed the relationship between organizational learning and organizational performance by constructing simulation models. Assume that organizational members are situated in a grid.
without edges in which each member has four neighbors and members learn through engaging in local and distant search. They found that the intermediate rate of learning from local search produces the highest knowledge, while learning from distant search has little effect on equilibrium knowledge. [Fang et al. 2010] examined the impact of three interpersonal networks on organizational-level performance and found that dividing an organization into semi-isolated subgroups increases organizational-level performance.

2.2 In addition, studies on organizational learning provide us with empirical evidence. Keh et al. [2007] surveyed 2239 small businesses with fewer than 100 employees, and argue that proactive firms exchange, acquire and utilize knowledge more intensively. [Grant & Baden-Fuller 2004] demonstrated that experimental learning (EL) takes precedence over acquisition learning (AL) because integrating and internalizing knowledge within a firm is easier and more efficient. Zhao et al. [2011] survey 607 firms in China and found that entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is positively related to EL but has an inverse U-shaped relationship with AL. Both EL and AL enhance firm performance (FP), although the effects of AL are weaker and become non-significant when external knowledge is embedded into the firm's internal private knowledge.

2.3 Prior studies on exploration and exploitation in organizational learning generally show that organizations that exhibit better learning are more competitive. However, knowledge in organizations may be out of date, and innovative activities often have a significant impact on the current stock of organizational knowledge [Greve & Taylor 2000]. Moreover, organizations' memory is limited. Hence, competitiveness is not just about learning, it is also about forgetting the right things at the right times [De Holan & Phillips 2004]. Organizational forgetting and organizational learning are important for organizations and organizational forgetting also plays a critical role in business [Aydin & Gormus 2015; Bettis & Prahalad 1995; Martinez-Plumed et al. 2015]. Skeptics argue that organizational learning should be facilitated by unlearning – a process of discarding obsolete beliefs and routines. By employing SEM, Wong & Lam [2012] investigate the effect of organizational learning and unlearning on the performance of construction organizations. Their results imply that if construction organizations unlearn, they may be better able to enhance performance. De Holan & Phillips [2004] indicated that unneeded stocks of knowledge require expensive management and can consume critical management attention, leading to a loss of competitiveness. They classify forgetting along two distinct dimensions and argue for four types of organizational forgetting. Moreover, they discussed three strategies of forgetting, including discarding unneeded knowledge, abandoning unwanted innovations and unlearning knowledge, which make organizational change difficult or impossible.

2.4 Blaschke & Schoeneborn [2006] add forgetting to March's exploration-exploitation model and study how different rates of the code and individuals' forgetting affect organizational knowledge. Their findings show that higher levels of individual forgetting result in increasingly lower equilibrium knowledge whether in exploration or exploitation and that increasing the organizational forgetting rate leads to even higher levels of knowledge. Based on their own simulation model, Miller & Martignon [2016] showed that knowledge and diversity are positively correlated across organizations. They also argue that, to a point, knowledge can increase with the rate of organizational learning, and it is quite possible that rapid learning produces higher long-run knowledge than slow learning with forgetting. De Holan & Phillips [2004] draw on an exploratory, multiple-case study of learning in international strategic alliances to explore how and why organizations forget and discuss the role of forgetting in the dynamics of organizational knowledge.

Learning and acquiring knowledge in business incubators

2.5 Business incubators (BIs) have become popular worldwide as a way to foster and accelerate the process of creating successful firms and entrepreneurs. BIs provide an ideal environment for entrepreneurial companies. Adegbite [2001], Perdomo et al. [2014], Porter & Kramer [2011], Tran et al. [2014], Zhang et al. [2016]. Current BIs are entrepreneurial centers that offer training, mentoring and technical assistance to startups, and incubators' services vary [Albert-Morant & Oghazi 2016; Bruneel et al. 2012; Ford 2015; Lasrado et al. 2016; Sherman 1999]. Grimaldi & Grandi [2005] map BIs into four categories and argue that the variety of incubating organizations is driven by the evolution of companies' requirements and needs. Von Zedtwitz & Grimaldi [2006] propose a classification of five different incubators: regional BIs, university incubators, virtual incubators, independent commercial incubators, and company-internal incubators. The National Business Incubation Association (NBIA) [2014] defines a BI as an organization that supports businesses with business planning, counseling, financial assistance and facilities concentrating on startups [Lai & Lin 2015]. Incubators are considered to be important policy tools for supporting innovation and entrepreneurial growth. Chen [2009], Mian et al. [2016].

2.6 Knowledge is recognized as a critical resource to gain and maintain a competitive advantage in business and it becomes very important in obtaining knowledge from others, especially for entrepreneurs in incubators [Tem-
In this paper, we have constructed a computer simulation model to study the effect of entrepreneurial team streams of literature.

Therefore, learning and acquiring knowledge in incubators has also received a lot of attention. Warren et al. (2009) note that knowledge acquisition can be described as a two-stage process where first, knowledge about business planning is gained from the Director, then firm and industry specific connections provide a unique set of knowledge flows that support the firm through the incubation process toward exit.

2.7 Anantatmula & Kanungo (2010) presented approaches to identify important strategies for implementing KM successfully and note that the knowledge factor has become increasingly important in BIs due to the knowledge-intensive nature of new-technology-based firms. Rubin et al. (2015) provide evidence from Australian and Israeli incubators and found that collaborations between incubatees, graduated incubatees and incubator management increase incubatees’ knowledge of technology and of the market in both countries. Inkpen & Tsang (2005) examined how social capital dimensions of networks affect the transfer of knowledge between network members. Their results indicate that proximity to other members of an incubator in the network increases the likelihood that tacit knowledge will be transferred. Studdard (2006) explored how the entrepreneurial firm’s acquisition of business processes’ knowledge from interactions with incubator management positively impacts performance and finds that, by interacting with incubator management, entrepreneurial firms can improve their performance. Becker & Gassmann (2006) analyzed the kind of knowledge that facilitates the hatching and leveraging of technologies through the incubation process and distinguish four modes of mainly tacit knowledge according to different incubator types: entrepreneurial knowledge, organizational knowledge, technological knowledge, and complementary market knowledge. They argue that knowledge strategies include both the leveraging of internal knowledge and the in-sourcing of external knowledge for the firm through the corporate incubator.

Lessons learned from past experience can often result in learning traps when the environment changes. Lant & Mezias (1990). Organizations should update their knowledge to adapt to the environment; personnel turnover is one way to do this. March (1991) examines both a closed system and an open system in his model. He studied the effects of environmental turbulence with and without personnel turnover on the average code knowledge and finds that turnover is useful in the context of the environment turbulence because it brings new knowledge into an organization. Personnel turnover serves a functional role by preserving knowledge diversity in organizations, and environmental conditions are so complicated, dynamic, and uncertain that, without innovation, organizations cannot guarantee longevity (Saki et al., 2013). Environmental changes lead organizations to continuously pursue better solutions and approaches in order to accommodate to the environment and thus, attain a competitive advantage (Ahmadi et al., 2014).

2.9 Lessons learned from past experience can often result in learning traps when the environment changes. Lant & Mezias (1990). Organizations should update their knowledge to adapt to the environment; personnel turnover is one way to do this. March (1991) examines both a closed system and an open system in his model. He studied the effects of environmental turbulence with and without personnel turnover on the average code knowledge and finds that turnover is useful in the context of the environment turbulence because it brings new knowledge into an organization. Personnel turnover serves a functional role by preserving knowledge diversity in organizations (Fang et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2006).

2.10 To sum up, most attention in the literature on organizational learning investigates exploration and exploitation in organizational knowledge performance. However, the literature focuses less on investigating knowledge learning among BIETs from the perspective of exploration and exploitation. Secondly, forgetting is also discussed widely in the literature on organizational learning. However, few studies discuss the learning process of BIETs, particularly the multilevel learning between BIETs and between leaders and members of a BIET. Third, many studies in organizational learning focus on the effect of organizations’ personnel turnover on their KL in the context of environmental changes. However, there is little work on the effects of the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL, given environmental changes. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to contribute to these streams of literature.

The Model

3.1 In this paper, we have constructed a computer simulation model to study the effect of entrepreneurial team
learning, forgetting and the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL in different environments. We aim to discuss the effect of learning between entrepreneurial team leaders, learning between entrepreneurial team leaders and entrepreneurial team members and the periodic exit and entry of BIETs on the KL of organizations with and without forgetting in static and dynamic complex task environments. These problems refer to the relationship between individuals and the relationship between teams, especially BIETs’ entry and exit. Traditional research methods, such as questionnaires, can rarely solve the problem of multilevel dynamic evolution. Therefore, we constructed an agent computer simulation that uses this simulation to carry out a series of experiments. Based on March’s classical model (1991) and on lessons from Miller’s description of forgetting (2016), we fully considers the BIETs’ network structure and their periodic exit and entry in the following simulation model.

**Model specification**

3.2 (1) External environment. In March’s model (1991), the external environment is modeled as an $m$-dimensional vector with each element randomly assigned a value of 1 or -1 with equal probability. Similarly to March, we assumed that the external environment has $m$ dimensions, each of which is assigned a value of 1 or -1 with equal probability of 0.5. This external environment vector forms the basis for measuring the level of team knowledge.

3.3 (2) BIETs. We assumed that there are $t$ BIETs, each of which consists of a leader and five members. The knowledge vector of the leader and members in each team corresponds to the external environment vector, and it has $m$ dimensions, each of which has a value of 1, 0 or -1 with equal probability. At the same time, we assume that the leader is connected with each member and each member is connected with other members in each team. In different teams, a team’s leader is connected to other teams’ leaders, but a team’s members are not connected with other teams’ members. Figure 1 shows the simplified network structure of entrepreneurial teams.

![Figure 1: The social network structure of entrepreneurial teams.](image)

3.4 (3) Knowledge learning. March’s model (1991) emphasized that all individuals learned knowledge from the organization code but did not allow for direct person-to-person learning. Miller et al. (2006) added person-to-person learning to his model. Miller highlighted knowledge learning among individuals. Considering March’s model and Miller’s model synthetically, we assumed that entrepreneurial team learning includes the learning within a BIET and the learning between different BIETs. Specifically, within a BIET, the team leader and members learn knowledge from each other. That is, the team leader learns from team members and team members learn from the leader. Moreover, team members learn from each other. Across different BIETs, a team leader learns from other team leaders, but team members do not learn from other teams’ members and leaders, so the learning between leaders of different teams represents that between different BIETs.

3.5 (4) Forgetting: Miller’s model (2016) assumed that converting a nonzero dimension of the individual knowledge vector (1 or -1) to a zero (0) was forgetting. Therefore, this paper uses Miller’s definition of forgetting as a reference and studies the effect of entrepreneurial team leaders’ forgetting on teams’ KL in the learning between different BIETs. Specifically, within a BIET, the team leader and members learn knowledge from each other. That is, the team leader learns from team members and team members learn from the leader. Moreover, team members learn from each other. Across different BIETs, a team leader learns from other team leaders, but team members do not learn from other teams’ members and leaders, so the learning between leaders of different teams represents that between different BIETs.

3.6 (5) The knowledge level (KL). The equilibrium KL of organization can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of organizational learning. When it reaches equilibrium, the level of organizational equilibrium knowledge is the arithmetic average of all individual KLS in the organization. An individual’s KL depends on how many dimensions on which the individual knowledge vector matches the external environment vector. March (1991) calculated the proportion of reality that was correctly represented in individual beliefs to evaluate the average KL of individuals. March’s proposed method hypothesized that each dimension of the individual knowledge vector...
was independent of each other. However, in fact, teams’ knowledge is complex and not completely independent [Fang et al. 2010]. Therefore, this paper adopted a method given by Fang et al. [2010] as follows:

\[
\Phi(x) = k \left( \Pi_{j=1}^{k} \delta_j + \Pi_{j=k+1}^{2k} \delta_j + \cdots + \Pi_{j=m-k+1}^{m} \delta_j \right)
\]

3.7 In this function, \(m\) is the dimension of the external environment and the knowledge vector, \(k\) is the knowledge complexity \(\Phi(x)\), is individuals’ KL, \(x\) represents individuals (leaders and members), and the value of \(\delta_j\) is 0 or 1. If an individual knowledge vector corresponds with the external environment vector on the corresponding dimension, \(\delta_j\) is 1; otherwise, \(\delta_j\) is 0. For example, we assume that the individual knowledge vector and the external environment vector have 10 dimensions (\(m = 10\)), and the external environment vector is \(1111111111\). There are two members: A and B. The individual knowledge vector of A is \(1011111111\) and that of B is \(1101101111\). If \(k = 2\), KL of A is \(2 \cdot (1+0+1+1+1+1+1+1) = 8\), and B is \(2 \cdot (1+1+0+1+1+1+1+1+1) = 6\); if \(k = 5\), KL of A is \(5 \cdot (1+0+1+1+1+1+1+1+1) = 5\), and B is \(5 \cdot (1+1+0+1+1+1+1+1+1+1) = 0\); if \(k = 10\), KL of A is \(10 \cdot (1+0+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1) = 0\), and B is \(10 \cdot (1+1+0+1+1+1+1+1+1+1) = 0\). Comparing the results of different values of \(k\), we can see that with different knowledge complexity, individuals’ KLS vary.

3.8 By calculating the arithmetic mean value of team leaders’ and members’ KL, we evaluated the KL of a team and then calculated the arithmetic mean value of the KL of all teams (the average KL of all teams) to estimate incubators’ performance.

Simulation process and parameters

3.9 (1) Learning within a BIET: The entrepreneurial team’s internal learning includes the team leader and members learning from each other and team members learning from each other. Because each member is connected with other members of a BIET, each member’s KL will be compared with other members’ KL. That is to say, a link between two members indicates that both are sources of learning for each other. Three results were compared: the same, high or low. If members make sure that the KLS of other members are higher, they will update their knowledge to incorporate aspects of this higher knowledge with probability \(p_1\). If there is more than one member whose KL is higher, we adopted a majority decision rule similar to that used in March’s model [1991]. The majority decision rule is that members look at all of the other members with whom they connect and identify those that are better performing than themselves. Then, the focal member identifies the dominant knowledge vector on each of \(m\) dimensions of these higher-performing members’ knowledge. After that, the focal member will update his own knowledge with probability \(p_1\).

3.10 While members’ knowledge learning is constant, leaders’ knowledge learning is periodical. We presume that leaders learn knowledge from the members of the same team and the leaders of other teams at every \(\alpha_1\) period. In other words, at every \(\alpha_1\) period, leaders first learn knowledge from the members of the same team. Similar to knowledge learning among members in a team, knowledge learning between a team’s leader and members also has three compared results: the same, high or low. If a leader find that the KL of a member of the same team is higher, he or she will update his or her knowledge to incorporate aspects of the higher knowledge individual with probability \(p_2\). If there is more than one member whose KL is higher, the majority decision rule will also be used with probability \(p_3\). After leaders learn knowledge, members begin to learn knowledge from their own leaders. Because a leader is connected with all members in a BIET, each member’s KL will be compared to that of the leader. If members find that their team leader’s KL is higher, they will update their knowledge to incorporate aspects of the higher-knowledge leader with probability \(p_3\).

3.11 (2) The learning between different BIETs: The learning between different BIETs includes team leaders learning from each other. The process of leaders learning knowledge from other leaders is the same as that of members of a team learning knowledge from other members. Leaders update their knowledge with probability \(p_4\).

3.12 (3) Forgetting: In this paper, we mainly studied forgetting in the learning between different BIETs. Therefore, in the previous section, we supposed that every team leader converts a non-zero dimension of his knowledge vector (1 or -1) to a zero (0) with probability \(f\) in every period.

3.13 (4) External environment changes. We studied both a static environment and a dynamic environment. In the dynamic environment, we allowed the external environment to change periodically. Specifically, we shifted each of \(m\) dimensions of the external environment vector with probability \(p_5\) at every \(\alpha_2\) period (from 1 to -1, from -1 to 1). For example, we set \(p_5 = 0.1\) and \(\alpha_2 = 100\), that is, 10% of \(m\) dimensions change their values in every 100 periods.

3.14 (5) The exit and entry of BIETs. Entrepreneurial teams exit from incubators in three ways: graduating from incubators successfully; leaving incubators without achieving the standard; and failing in incubators. Here, we
studied the first two types. We assumed that the rule of the exit and entry of BIETs was as follows. We calculated the KL of each team in incubators, and then sorted all teams from high to low according to their KL. We allowed the first $d$ teams and the last $d$ teams to exit from incubators, and at the same time, we allowed $2d$ new teams to enter incubators.

3.15 All simulation parameters of this paper are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Parameter value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>The dimension of external environment and knowledge vector</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>The number of entrepreneurial teams and leaders</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Knowledge complexity</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_1$</td>
<td>The rate of members learning from each other in a team</td>
<td>0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_2$</td>
<td>The rate of the leader learning from members in a team</td>
<td>0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_3$</td>
<td>The rate of members learning from the leader in a team</td>
<td>0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_4$</td>
<td>The rate of leaders learning from each other</td>
<td>0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_5$</td>
<td>The proportion of external environment change</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>The rate of leaders forgetting</td>
<td>0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>The period of leaders’ personal learning</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>The period of external environment change</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>The number of BIETs’ entry ($2d$) and exit ($2d$)</td>
<td>0, 1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameters for Simulation.

Analysis of the Simulation and Results

4.1 We constructed the simulation model using MATLAB. Details are available in the following sections. In order to ensure the accuracy of the results, all results presented in this paper are averages based on 50 runs of each simulation model.

In a static environment

Without forgetting

4.2 Here, we studied the learning process within a BIET and between BIETs in both a static environment and a dynamic environment. First, we studied the knowledge learning process within a BIET and between BIETs in a static environment without forgetting. Simulation results are shown in the figures below.

![Figure 2: The effect of team members learning from each other on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: $p_2=0.5$, $p_3=0.5$, $p_4=0.5$, $m=60$, $t=20$, $r=5$, $k=3$, $f=0$.](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/22/1/10.html)
4.3 Figure 2 shows the effect of team members learning from each other on knowledge. In Figure 2, different values of $p_1$ produce different equilibrium KLS among teams. As shown in Figure 2, when the rate of team members learning from each other increases from 0.1 to 0.5, the equilibrium KL of teams also increases gradually. However, the equilibrium KL of teams decreases gradually when the rate increases from 0.5 to 0.9. In other words, an increase in the rate of team members learning from each other does not increase the equilibrium KL.

4.4 This result shows that although strengthening learning among team members can improve a team’s KL, as the rate of team members learning from each other increases, this improvement does not necessarily increase. Moderate rates of team members learning from each other ($0.3 \leq p_1 \leq 0.7$) can produce a superior equilibrium KL among teams, while the rates that are too high or too low have a negative effect on the equilibrium KL of teams. In other words, if the rate of team members learning from each other is too low, the knowledge mastered by team members cannot be shared and used in time, which is not conducive to improving teams’ KL. If the rate of team members learning from each other is too high, the knowledge mastered by team members spreads and converges quickly, decreasing knowledge diversity. This effect is not conducive to the innovation of knowledge and has a negative effect on teams’ KL.

Figure 3: The effect of the team leader learning from members on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: $p_1=0.5, p_3=0.5, p_4=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0$.

Figure 4: The effect of team members learning from the team leader on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: $p_1=0.5, p_2=0.5, p_4=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0$. 
Figure 5: The joint effect of the team leader and members learning from each other on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: \( p_1=0.5, p_4=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0. \)

4.5 Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the results of learning between the team leader and team members. Figure 3 shows that as the rate of the team leader learning from members increases, the equilibrium KL of teams also increases gradually. Nevertheless, Figure 4 indicates that as the rate of team members’ learning from the team leader increases, the equilibrium KL of teams decreases gradually. In addition, in Figure 3 and Figure 4, rapid learning rates achieve the equilibrium quickly in the short run, while slow learning rates do so in the long run. Figure 5 shows the joint rate of the team leader learning from members and the rate of team members learning from the team leader. As shown in Figure 5, the combination of a high rate of the team leader learning from members and a low rate of team members learning from the team leader can produce a superior equilibrium KL for teams.

4.6 These findings correspond with those of March ([1991] and [Miller et al., 2006]). On one hand, rapid learning may offset the heterogeneity of members’ knowledge quickly, so equilibrium will be achieved in the short run, but equilibrium KL is low, which is what March called exploitation. Slow learning, called exploration, can promote the diversity of knowledge, which leads to equilibrium KL in the long run. On the other hand, a team leader is the synthesizer of knowledge and needs to deliver advanced knowledge to team members. Hence, the team leader should learn rapidly from the team members who own advanced knowledge and share knowledge with team members in a timely fashion to improve KL of the team.

4.7 This learning process occurs within a BIET. In the following section, we will discuss the learning process between BIETs, that is, the learning process between team leaders.

Figure 6: The effect of team leaders learning from each other on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: \( p_1=0.5, p_2=0.5, p_3=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0. \)

4.8 In the previous section, we assumed that BIETs learn from each other through the learning between team lead-
ers. Figure 6 shows the effect of team leaders learning from each other on knowledge. From Figure 6 we find that with the increase in the rate of team leaders learning from each other, the equilibrium KL of teams decreases gradually. While rapid learning rates achieve the equilibrium quickly in the short run, slow learning rates do so in the long run.

4.9 Although rapid learning between BIETs improves teams’ KL in a short time (exploitation), it will make the team absorb the knowledge of other teams passively, which is not conducive to the exploration and discovery of new knowledge within a team and results in a low equilibrium KL for teams. When BIETs learn from each other slowly (exploration), teams explore new knowledge and keep knowledge diversity within teams, which leads to slow increase in teams’ KL and a high KL in the long term.

**With forgetting**

4.10 In the previous section, we mainly studied the knowledge learning process within a BIET and between BIETs without forgetting. In the following section, we will add forgetting to the learning process within a BIET and between BIETs. This section defines forgetting as every team leader converting a nonzero dimension of his knowledge vector (1 or -1) to a zero (0) with the probability \( f \) in every period. The simulation results are as follows.

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7: The effect of different rates of BIETs forgetting on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: \( p_1=0.5, p_2=0.5, p_3=0.5, p_4=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0.1 \).

4.11 Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of different rates of BIETs forgetting on knowledge. Figure 7 shows that as the forgetting rate increases, the equilibrium KL of teams decreases gradually. This finding indicates that forgetting has a strictly negative effect on teams’ KL.
Figure 8: The effect of team members learning from each other on knowledge with forgetting. Note: Other parameter settings: $p_2=0.5, p_3=0.5, p_4=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0.1$.

4.12 Figure 8 shows the effect of different rates of team members learning from each other on knowledge with forgetting ($f=0.1$). As shown in Figure 8, when $t$ is 500, rates of team members learning from each other that are too low ($p_1=0.1$) and too high ($p_1=0.9$) produce a lower average team KL, while moderate rates ($0.3 \leq p_1 \leq 0.7$) produce a superior average team KL. Comparing Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows that when the period is the same, the average KL of teams with forgetting is lower than that without forgetting on the whole. However, moderate rates ($0.3 \leq p_1 \leq 0.7$) of team members learning from each other can produce a superior KL of teams regardless of whether there is forgetting. These results suggest that the effect of forgetting on the relationship between the rate of team members’ learning from each other and teams’ KL is not obvious.

Figure 9: The effect of the team leader learning from members on knowledge with forgetting. Note: Other parameter settings: $p_1=0.5, p_3=0.5, p_4=0.5, m=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0.1$.

4.13 Figure 9 shows the effect of different rates of the team leader learning from members on knowledge with forgetting ($f=0.1$). Figure 9 shows that, with the increase of the rate ($p_3$) of the team leader learning from members, the average KL of teams increases gradually when $t$ is 500. Comparing Figure 9 and Figure 7 shows that when the period is the same, the average KL of teams with forgetting is lower than that without forgetting on the whole. Nevertheless, the rate of the team leader’s learning from members and the average KL of teams is positively correlated regardless of whether there is any forgetting. The results above indicate that forgetting does not affect the relationship between the rate of the team leader learning from members and teams’ KL.
Figure 10: The effect of team members learning from the team leader on knowledge with forgetting (Note: Other parameter settings: \( p_1=0.5, p_2=0.5, p_4=0.5, n=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0.1 \)).

4.14 Figure 10 shows the effect of different rates of team members learning from the team leader on knowledge with forgetting \((f=0.1)\). As seen in Figure 10, with the increase in the rate \((p_3)\) of team members learning from the team leader, the average KL of teams increases at the beginning and then decreases when \( t = 500 \). Comparing Figure 10 and Figure 4 shows that when the period is the same, the average KL of teams with forgetting is lower than that for those without forgetting on the whole. At the same time, the relationship between the rate of team members learning from the team leader and the average KL of teams has changed. When the period is the same, the average KL of teams decreases gradually with the increase in the rate of team members learning from the team leader without forgetting, while it increases at the beginning and then decreases with forgetting.

4.15 Here, we considered the mutual learning between the team leader and members within a BIET synthetically. The results are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The joint effect of the team leader and members learning from each other on knowledge with forgetting. Note: Other parameter settings: \( p_1=0.5, p_4=0.5, n=60, t=20, r=5, k=3, f=0.1 \).

4.16 Figure 11 shows the effect of the mutual learning between the team leader and members on knowledge with forgetting \((f=0.1)\). Comparing Figure 11 and Figure 5 shows that the relationship between the rate of team leaders learning from members and teams' KL does not change. However, as the rate \((p_3)\) of team members learning from the team leader increases, the average KL of teams changes from declining gradually to rising at the beginning and then decreasing. These results suggest that forgetting changes the relationship between the rate of team members learning from the team leader and teams' KL.

4.17 Entrepreneurial team leaders are synthesizers of team knowledge: through learning from members with high KL within teams and other team leaders, they can master advanced knowledge. If the rate of team members
learning from the leader is too low (such as $p_3=0.1$), team members cannot learn and utilize the advanced knowledge mastered by the leader in a timely fashion, which lower the average KL of teams. If the rate is too high (such as $p_3=0.9$), forgetting leads team members to turn their own advanced knowledge into no knowledge, which also lowers the average KL of teams. Moderate rates ($0.3 \leq p_3 \leq 0.7$) not only ensure that team members learn advanced knowledge from the leader in time but also reduce the possibility of turning these members’ own advanced knowledge into no knowledge, producing a superior average KL of teams.

![Figure 12: The effect of team leaders learning from each other on knowledge with forgetting.](image)

Note: Other parameter settings: $p_1=0.5$, $p_2=0.5$, $p_3=0.5$, $m=60$, $t=20$, $r=5$, $k=3$, $f=0.1$.

According to Miller & Martignoni (2016), these results imply that when BIETs learn from each other without forgetting, constant learning tends to make teams’ knowledge homogeneous. As the rate of BIETs learning from each other increases, the knowledge of teams tends to become homogeneous rapidly, and the knowledge diversity of teams decreases. When BIETs only forget, teams’ knowledge diversity may decrease for a distinct reason. Forgetting turns nonzero dimensions into zeros, which tends to drive teams to no knowledge and results in the decrease of teams’ knowledge diversity. These two are extreme cases. In reality, when BIETs learn from each other with forgetting, the extremes can be avoided and teams’ knowledge diversity preserved, which may create a positive correlation between the rate of BIETs learning from each other and the average equilibrium KL of teams under a moderate rate of forgetting.

**In a dynamic environment**

**Forgetting**

In this subsection, we look at environmental changes, forgetting and the exit and entry of BIETs in a dynamic environment. We assumed that the external environment vector was fixed in a static environment. However, in a dynamic environment, we let each m dimension of the external environment vector shift with probability $p_5$ at every $\alpha_2$ period, which represents environmental changes. First, we studied the relationship between forgetting and teams’ KL in the context of environmental changes. Here, we assumed that the entrepreneurial team leaders’ forgetting is on behalf of the of BIETs’ forgetting and looked into the effects of entrepreneurial team leaders’ forgetting on teams’ KL. The simulation results were as follows.
4.21 Figure [13] shows the effect of different rates of forgetting on knowledge with environmental changes. From Figure [13] we can see that the average KL of teams decreased gradually when the external environment changed constantly. Simultaneously, different rates of forgetting have different effects on the average KL of teams. As the rate of forgetting increases, the average KL of teams decreases. However, when the rate of forgetting was 0.01, the average KL of teams rebounded in the long run. These results indicated that environmental changes have a negative effect on teams’ KL and that a moderate rate of forgetting can make teams’ KL rebound in the long run, although this rebound was not obvious.

4.22 When the external environment changes, BIETs’ original knowledge is not able to adapt to the new environment and BIETs should explore new knowledge to solve these new problems. BIETs’ ability to store knowledge is limited. Forgetting old knowledge that cannot adapt to a new environment can provide conditions for creating new knowledge. However, it requires a large investment and exploration over a long period of BIETs to create new knowledge, which has a certain effect on the long-term KL of teams, but this effect is not obvious.

BIETs’ exit and entry

4.23 In this section, we studied the effect of the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL with external environment changes. First, we let each m dimension of the external environment vector shift with probability p5 at every \(\alpha_2\) period to represent environmental changes. Second, we allowed exit and entry of BIETs to take place, after sorting all teams from high to low according to the KL, we let the first \(2d\) teams and the last \(2d\) teams exit from incubators. At the same time, we made \(2d\) new teams enter incubators. When an entrepreneurial team leaves, it was replaced by a new entrepreneurial team, which begins with a randomly assigned knowledge vector. The simulation results are shown in Figure [14]
Figure 14: The effect of environmental changes and the exit and entry of entrepreneurial teams on knowledge. Note: Other parameter settings: $p_1=0.5$, $p_2=0.5$, $p_3=0.5$, $p_4=0.5$, $p_5=0.1$, $m=60$, $t=20$, $r=5$, $k=3$, $f=0$, $\alpha_2=100$.

4.24 Figure 14 shows the effect of the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL with environmental changes. As shown in Figure 14, we can see that after an environmental shift, teams’ KL suffered an immediate drop. However, with BIETs’ exit and entry, teams’ KL were able to recover and improve from the environmental shift. Without BIETs’ exit and entry, over time, entrepreneurial teams lost their ability to adapt to environmental changes. Meanwhile, different proportions of BIETs’ exit and entry had different effects on teams’ average KL. When $d$ increased from 1 to 3, the average KL of teams increased gradually, but when $d$ increased from 3 to 4, it declined. These results suggest that when the external environment changes, maintaining the exit and entry of BIETs can improve teams’ KL. However, greater amounts of exit and entry by BIETs do not necessarily imply better outcomes; a moderate proportion of exit and entry by BIETs can increase teams’ KL.

4.25 As argued in the previous section, when the external environment changes, the original knowledge of BIETs is not able to adapt to the new environment and BIETs should explore new knowledge to solve new problems. With BIETs’ exit and entry, new entrepreneurial teams can bring new knowledge to the original entrepreneurial teams. New knowledge replaces the old knowledge that cannot adapt to the environmental changes through the mutual learning between entrepreneurial teams, and this can produce new ways to solve problems caused by environmental changes, which can help BIETs adapt to a new environment and improve the knowledge level of teams in the long run. In addition, the proportion of BIETs’ exit and entry has an effect on the rate of knowledge update in incubators. If the proportion of the exit and entry of BIETs is high, although it can bring new knowledge into incubators quickly, the BIETs’ ability to absorb and utilize new knowledge is different, which may imply that BIETs cannot absorb and utilize new knowledge fully and affect the promotion of teams’ KL. On the contrary, if the proportion of the exit and entry of BIETs is low, new knowledge cannot flow into incubators in time when the external environment changes, which may affect the knowledge update of BIETs and, thus, the promotion of teams’ KL. Therefore, a moderate proportion of the exit and entry of BIETs can produce a higher team KL.

Discussion

5.1 This paper studied the effect of entrepreneurial team learning, forgetting and the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL in different environments by using the computer simulation method. It contributes to the literature on the knowledge learning of BIETs in three different ways. First, by describing a typical network structure between BIETs and between the leader and members of BIETs, it discusses the multilevel learning between BIETs and between the leader and members of BIETs. Second, it studies the effect of BIETs’ exit and entry on teams’ KL with environmental changes. Third, it adds BIETs’ forgetting to their knowledge learning and then compares their learning process with forgetting and that without forgetting.

5.2 The first contribution of this study is that it discusses multilevel learning between BIETs and between the leader and members within BIETs by describing a typical network structure between BIETs and between the leader and members within BIETs. March (1991) emphasized that all individuals learned knowledge from the organization.
code, but he did not allow for direct person-to-person learning. Miller et al. (2006) added person-to-person learning in his research. Considering the contact between the leader and members within BIETs and the contact between BIETs, this paper describes a relevant network structure and studies the multilevel learning between BIETs and between the leader and members of BIETs entirely, which includes the learning between members, the learning between the leader and members (the leader learning from members and members learning from the leader) within BIETs and the learning between BIETs.

5.3 The second contribution of this study is that it studied the effect of BIETs’ exit and entry on teams’ KL with environmental changes. As shown in prior research, many studies have investigated the effect of personnel turnover in organizations on organizations’ KL from the perspective of individual in organizations (Fang et al. 2010; March 1991; Miller et al. 2006). However, personnel turnover in BIETs is different. BIETs exit from and enter incubators as a whole team. Therefore, we studied the effect of the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL with environmental changes.

5.4 The third contribution of this study is that it adds BIETs’ forgetting to their knowledge learning and then compares BIETs’ learning process with forgetting and that without forgetting. As argued previously, for a long time, enterprises only paid attention to organizational learning and ignored or even tried to avoid forgetting. In fact, organizational learning and forgetting are mutually complementary (Blaschke & Schoeneborn 2006; de Holan & Phillips 2011; Miller & Martignoni 2016). Similar to organizational learning, forgetting also plays a vital role in improving organizations’ KL. Hence, we considered BIETs’ learning and forgetting equally to study the effect of BIETs’ forgetting on teams’ KL and compared the learning process of BIETs with forgetting and that without forgetting.

5.5 The results of this paper show that first, in a static environment, the rate of BIETs learning from each other and the average equilibrium KL of teams are negatively correlated, but a moderate rate of BIETs’ forgetting can create a positive correlation. Second, within a BIET, high rates of leader learning from members and low rates of members’ learning from the leader can improve teams’ KL, while a high rate of leader learning from members and a moderate rate of members learning from the leader can improve teams’ KL with forgetting. Third, in a dynamic environment, external environment changes affect the process of BIETs’ knowledge learning. When the external environment changes, BIETs’ original knowledge is unable to help BIETs to adapt to the new environment, which results in the gradual decline of teams’ KL. With the exit and entry of BIETs and forgetting, however, teams’ KL can recover and improve to create new knowledge. Therefore, maintaining a moderate amount of BIETs’ exit and entry and forgetting can help to improve teams’ KL in the long run; BIETs’ exit and entry improves teams’ KL more significantly.

Theoretical implications

5.6 Our study contributes to research on knowledge learning of BIETs and has several theoretical implications. In the field of organizational learning, researchers have discussed the importance of exploration and exploitation for organizational learning (Blaschke & Schoeneborn 2006; Fang et al. 2010; March 1991; Miller et al. 2006). However, there is less research discussing BIETs’ learning. Therefore, this paper adopts an exploration and exploitation perspective to study the effect of the multilevel learning between BIETs and between the leader and members within BIETs (including knowledge learning and forgetting) on teams’ KL. Simultaneously, this paper illustrates the importance of maintaining a moderate amount of BIETs’ exit and entry by discussing its effect on teams’ KL in a dynamic environment. This study supplements the theory of BIETs’ learning to some extent and provides theoretical references for future research.

Managerial implications

5.7 The conclusions of this paper also have several managerial implications for incubator managers and entrepreneurial team managers. For entrepreneurial teams, first, within an entrepreneurial team, team leaders should strengthen their contacts with team members. By learning from team members, leaders can gather advanced knowledge and then deliver advanced knowledge within the entrepreneurial team in a timely manner.

5.8 Team members should also strengthen their contacts with other team members. However, more contact between team members does not necessarily produce better outcomes. BIETs should aim for a moderate rate of learning, which allows team members to explore and discover new knowledge independently. For example, team leaders should encourage team members to combine learning lessons from experience with thinking independently to solve problems. Second, different entrepreneurial teams should learn from each other in incubators.
Learning advanced knowledge from other entrepreneurial teams can improve teams' KL. Nevertheless, entrepreneurial teams should not depend on other entrepreneurial teams excessively to learn knowledge. Strengthening the exploration and innovation of knowledge within the entrepreneurial team, as well as learning from other entrepreneurial teams, plays a critical role in the long-term development of the team. At the same time, team leaders' ability to store knowledge is limited, so, they should focus not only on knowledge learning but also on knowledge forgetting. Entrepreneurial teams should discard old, useless knowledge when they learn new knowledge in order to absorb and create new knowledge better. The joint action of knowledge learning and knowledge forgetting contributes to maintaining teams' knowledge diversity, which can help entrepreneurial teams adapt to environmental changes.

For incubator managers, it is very important to not only ensure the transfer and utilization of knowledge among entrepreneurial teams but also update knowledge in incubators constantly according to environmental changes. Managers of incubators should maintain a moderate amount of exit and entry among entrepreneurial teams on the basis of their performance. Therefore, the entry of new entrepreneurial teams allows new knowledge to enter incubators. Hence, original entrepreneurial teams in incubators can learn from new entrepreneurial teams to update their own knowledge, which is helpful for entrepreneurial teams in the face of the environmental changes and enhances the ability to adapt to environmental changes.

Limitations and research directions

In this paper, using the computer simulation method, we studied the effect of entrepreneurial team learning, forgetting and the exit and entry of BIETs on teams’ KL in incubators in different environments. However, our study does have some limitations. First, the network structure of BIETs and that between the leader and members within BIETs described in this paper is typical, but it is not the only network structure. Future research could be based on this premise and discuss the effect of different network structures between BIETs and between the leader and members within BIETs on teams’ KL.

Another limitation is that it studies mainly BIETs’ knowledge learning process by using computer simulation methods. Because of the limitations of this research method, we only simulated BIETs’ knowledge learning. However, BIETs’ learning includes not only knowledge but also other resources. Therefore, future research could simulate the learning of BIETs’ other resources to discuss BIETs’ learning process entirely.

Finally, the simulation model constructed in this paper adopted mainly the theoretical perspective to study the relationship between entrepreneurial team knowledge learning, forgetting and teams’ KL. Theoretical research should in practice be verified. Therefore, future research can conduct a more comprehensive and deeper discussion and verification by combining theoretical and empirical research.
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Notes
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